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Abstract
Currents through non-selective ion channels are often
mathematically modeled as an Ohmic current. In such
models, quantifying the contributions of different contributing ion species is not easily possible.
We present a method to adapt Ohmic descriptions using
the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation in order to describe
every ion species’ contribution to the total channel current.
We use our method to adapt a model of Channelrhodopsin2, a light-gated cation non-selective channel, and test our
adaption in single cell and 1-dimensional tissue strand
simulations of ventricular tachycardia.
Resulting contribution ratios of sodium, potassium and
proton currents match expectations and correlate well with
previously published data. Simulations of optical defibrillation for ventricular tachycardia show that our model predicts a detrimental outcome in ischaemia-like pathological
settings that are missed by the original (Ohmic) model.

1.

Introduction

Non-selective channels (NSC) are a category of ion
channels that allow different types of ions to pass through
them. NSC include physiologically relevant channels
such as stretch-activated channels and gap-junctions, but
also channels that can be expressed genetically and are
useful in experimental settings. Recent studies have,
for instance, shown optical defibrillation in mice using
Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2), a light-gated cation NSC [1].
Many mathematical models of NSC describe the channel current density based on Ohm’s law in the form
IN SC,Ohm = gN SC · ON SC · (Vm − EN SC ).
The current depends on a channel conductivity gN SC , the
transmembrane voltage Vm , and the channel’s equilibrium
potential EN SC . It is optionally modulated by a gating
mechanism ON SC , for instance modeled based on patch-
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clamp data and often mathematically described by ordinary differential equations.
Formulations based on Ohm’s law only describe the total electric current, which is the sum of all ion currents
passing through the channel. The contribution of any ion
species passing the channel can not easily be deduced from
this equation, since it depends on the selective permeability, concentration gradient, and membrane voltage.
The Ohmic representation is often sufficient to describe
effects of NSC on cellular electrophysiology by the mechanisms of short-term de-/repolarization, small leak-like currents, etc. [2, 3]. However, NSC effects on cellular ion
concentrations may be functionally relevant, both during
long-term NSC activation, or in pathological settings of
reduced electrophysiological stability.
Most mathematical models of cellular electrophysiology
that are able to simulate pathological conditions include
sodium, potassium, and calcium concentrations as state
variables. Realistic modeling of NSC effects on pathologies therefore requires inclusion of the influence that these
channels have on cellular ion concentrations. Here, we
present a method to adapt channel models based on Ohm’s
law in a way that allows one to describe currents of every ion species passing through the channel. We show
that neglect to consider these ionic effects may give rise to
misleading interpretations in models of pathological conditions.

2.

Methods

2.1.

Mathematical NSC Model

NSC in the open state can be approximated as pores in
the membrane. The ion current of an ion species X through
any such pore is described by the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz
(GHK) equation as
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IX =

Vm F 2
2 [X]i − [X]e exp(−zX Vm F/RT )
PX zX
,
RT
1 − exp(−zX Vm F/RT )
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2.2.

Ventricular Tachycardia Model

Pathological scenarios were explored in a 1-dimensional
(1D) strand of 10 cm length at 0.1 mm resolution. Simulations were conducted using our software “acCELLerate”
with a fixed integration time step of 0.01 ms.
We used the epicardial variant of the ten Tusscher &
Panfilov human ventricular myocyte model (TP06) with
some modifications to represent pathological substrate [7].
Namely, based on [8], gKr was varied between 0% and
100% of its original value to represent varying degrees of
long-QT (LQT) syndrome. Likewise, gCaL was varied between 100% and 1000% while τf was set to either 50%
or 100% to increase the probability of early afterdepolarizations (EAD), which are suspected to cause VT in LQT
patients. A reduction of τf to 50% must, however, be compensated by doubling gCaL , meaning that 1000% gCaL at
50% τf are equivalent to a five-fold increase of ICaL . The
cell model was initialized from steady state values resulting from single-cell pacing simulations. Parameter sets
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IChR2 = gChR2 · O · (Vm − EChR2 ).
We consider the cations H + , N a+ , K + , and Ca2+ . Measured data is available for PK and PCa relative to PN a ,
and the ratio PH /PN a has been calculated based on the
measured equilibrium potential [6]. We are then left with
one unknown, PN a . To approximate the Ohmic model, we
solve
dIChR2,GHK
gChR2 = lim
Vm −→ 0
dVm
in order to match the Ohmic current-voltage relationship in
slope at 0 mV (approximately the equilibrium potential).
This leads to

RT
PN a = 2gChR2 2 [N a+ ]i + [N a+ ]e +
F
PH
PK
([H + ]i + [H + ]e ) +
([K + ]i + [K + ]e )+
PN a
PN a
−1
PCa
2+
2+
4
([Ca ]i + [Ca ]e )
. (1)
PN a
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with [X]i and [X]e intra- and extracellular ion concentrations, and PX and zX permeability and valence
P of X, respectively [4]. It follows that IN SC,GHK = X IX for all
ions X that contribute to the ion current through the channel. Assuming there exists an Ohmic model IN SC,Ohm
for a NSC as described above, we can then choose unknown parameters in IN SC,GHK such that IN SC,GHK ≈
IN SC,Ohm . The so parameterized model would follow a
similar trajectory as the original Ohmic model, but would
also allow quantification of the contribution of all ions X.
We apply this method to adapt a model of ChR2 by
Williams et al. [5], where (simplified)
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Figure 1. A Current-voltage relationship for the two ChR2
models at physiological ion concentrations. gChR2 =
0.12 mS/cm2 , no gating. B Patch-clamp simulations
comparing Ohmic and adapted ChR2 model at −30 mV
and 50 mV. Blue bar at top indicates illumination
(0.5 mW/mm2 , 470 nm, gChR2 = 0.12 mS/cm2 .
that did not result in a periodic steady state after pacing
for 1000 s were discarded.
Acute VT was simulated by rapidly pacing the strand at
2 Hz or 3 Hz for 10 s. Optical defibrillation was simulated
by illuminating the whole strand for 10 s at 10 mW/mm2 .
After that, the strand was stimulated from one side at 1 Hz
to simulate excitation in sinus rhythm. We then investigated for which sets of parameters sinus rhythm could
be maintained for 30 s, and whether the choice of ChR2
model variant (Ohmic or GHK) would alter the outcome.
In particular, we were interested in cases where one model
variant would predict normal sinus propagation while the
other variant suggested recurrence of arrhythmia.

3.

Results

3.1.

Adaption of ChR2 Model

We calculated PN a using (1) with the measured permeabilities from [6] and default ion concentrations from
the TP06 model. Fig. 1A shows the resulting ion currents
compared to the Ohmic relationship from [5] at physiological ion concentrations. Both, the so parameterized channel
model and the original formulation by Williams et al. were
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Figure 2. A–C Results from pacing simulations (1 Hz for 1000 s). A Overlay of first and last action potentials from
all stimulation modi. B, C Intracellular sodium and potassium concentration, respectively, during 1000 s of pacing. D–
F Results from continuous illumination (“defibrillation”) after rapid pacing (3 Hz). D Transmembrane voltages, blue bar
at top indicates active illumination. E, F Intracellular sodium and potassium concentrations, respectively.
integrated into the TP06 model.
Fig. 1B shows results from two exemplary patch-clamp
simulations at different holding potentials. Unsurprisingly,
sodium ions constituted the majority of the current at a
negative holding potential, while potassium ions and protons did so at a positive holding potential. The contribution
ratios of the several ion species at different concentrations
and voltages correlated well with another model of ChR2
that describes these ion currents separately [9].
A possible application of light-gated channels such as
ChR2 is contactless pacing of the heart. We investigated
optical pacing in single-cell simulations using the TP06
model. The model was first paced electrically (biphasic,
1 Hz, 4 nA, 3 ms pulse duration) until a steady state was
reached. Then, the model was paced for 1000 s at 1 Hz
using either ChR2 formulation (1 Hz, 5.5 mW/mm2 , 470
nm wavelength, 5 ms pulse duration).
Fig. 2A shows that after 1000 s there were virtually no
differences in AP morphology between pacing optically,
using either ChR2 model, and continued electrical pacing.
However, [N a+ ]i is predicted to be mostly stable using
the original ChR2 model (similar to electric pacing, cf.
fig. 2B). Our GHK-based model on the other hand predicts
an increase in intracellular sodium (as expected at physiological ion concentrations). The charge imbalance caused
by the purely electrical ChR2 current of the Williams et al.
model causes a monotonic reduction of intracellular potassium in the cell model (fig. 2C). Using our model, [K + ]i is
reduced only slightly, which fits expectations: The equilibrium potential of potassium is around −90 mV and, when

used for pacing, ChR2 will mostly be open while the cell’s
transmembrane voltage is close to that.
Since several studies suggested using ChR2 for optical
“defibrillation” (i.e., temporary silencing of electrically active tissue), we conducted a simulation to investigate the
effects of 10 s illumination (5.5 mW/mm2 , 470 nm) after
rapid pacing (3 Hz) on cellular electrophysiology (fig. 2DF). Fig. 2E shows how [N a+ ]i develops in different directions during defibrillation: The model by Williams et al.
leads to a reduction of intracellular sodium in the TP06
model, whereas our model predicts an increase. During
continuous illumination, the transmembrane voltage oscillates without pacing. After defibrillation, electrical pacing resumed at 1 Hz and the models showed no significant
difference in their action potentials despite the different
[N a+ ]i .

3.2.

VT and Defibrillation Model

In the single cell simulations, the two ChR2 model variants predicted opposite effects of longer-lasting periods of
illumination on [N a+ ]i . Acknowledging that this effect
could be critical under pathological conditions, we tested
both variants in the 1D LQT strand model described above.
Similar to the single cell experiments, [N a+ ]i dropped
during 10 s illumination using the original formulation,
while it rose when using our GHK-based model. In certain conditions, the original formulation predicted normal
excitation conduction after optical defibrillation, while our
model predicted spontaneous EADs that lead to blocks or
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Figure 3. Transmembrane voltage plots showing excitation conduction through a 1D strand. 10 s of VT (by electrical
pacing at 3 Hz from one side (red)) are followed by 10 s of continuous illumination of the whole strand (blue background),
activating ChR2. After that, pacing resumes at 1 Hz. Simulation shown in A used the Ohmic ChR2 formulation from
Willams et al., B used our GHK variant. Cell model modifications: 90% gKr , 50% τf , 900% gCaL .
reflections disturbing the normal rhythm, aggravating VT
(cf. fig. 3A and B).
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